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CSAM Opens New Office in Stockholm, Sweden
New location accommodates the company’s rapid growth within the niche eHealth market
Oslo, Norway (December 12, 2018) – CSAM recently announced the opening of a new office
in Stockholm, Sweden, which will bring together employees who work on some of the
company’s leading software lines – CSAM ProSang, CSAM Picsara, CSAM CIMA, CSAM
Infobroker and CSAM XDS.
“Sweden is the largest market for CSAM and a strategically important one as we continue to
pursue our ambitious growth strategy,” said Sverre Flatby, CSAM CEO. “The new office aligns
with our focus on delivering operational efficiencies, offering a single location for the sales,
support and development of some of CSAM’s leading software solutions in Sweden.”
The new Stockholm office currently houses 35 employees who previously worked in the
CSAM ProSang and CSAM Sweden offices. Employees in the ProSang office joined CSAM
last year when the company acquired the leading blood, cell and tissue management
business from Databyrån. The previous CSAM Sweden office was the country’s hub for CSAM
Picsara and CSAM CIMA, two of the CSAM’s top medical imaging solutions; as well as CSAM
Infobroker and CSAM XDS, part of CSAM’s connected healthcare solutions portfolio.
“Combining our two previous offices into one new and larger location provides a wealth of
opportunities for employees to collaborate and innovate,” said Linus Fred, Managing
Director, CSAM Sweden. “Our new office features dedicated areas for meeting and working
together, as well as areas designed to stimulate creativity and wellness.”
“We are excited to welcome and meet with our customers, suppliers, partners, and
colleagues in this new location,” added Fred.
The new office is located at Telegrafgatan 4, SE-169 72 in Solna, Sweden.
About CSAM
CSAM is a privately-owned eHealth company delivering software solutions that enable
healthcare providers to access relevant clinical information at the point of care. CSAM’s
headquarters are located in Oslo, Norway, with local offices in Stockholm, Karlstad,
Gothenburg, Helsinki, Oulu, Tampere, and London. The company also has a fully owned
software engineering subsidiary in the Philippines.

CSAM has established itself as a leading Nordic niche player in the specialized eHealth
market, with a unique blend of best-in-class innovative technology and outstanding human
skills. Backed by strong financial partners, CSAM aspires to achieve continued growth both
organically and through selected mergers and acquisitions. For more information,
visit www.csamhealth.com.
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